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Introduction:  At the base of a few, mostly south-

facing crater slopes in mid-southern latitudes tongue-
like concave depressions with sharp, elevated bound-
ing ridges extend a short distance onto the crater floor 
(“R”, Fig. 1).  These are almost universally associated 
with superjacent recently-gullied crater walls of enig-
matic origin [1].  These ridge-bounded depressions 
resemble terminal moraines of terrestrial glaciers [2].  
They are sometimes associated with lineated or rough-
textured crater floors (Fig. 2).  Individual tongues are 
small, ranging from 30-500m in width, but they gen-
erally abut one another, merging headwards and pre-
senting an overall scalloped planform.  The tongues 
extend a maximum of a few hundred meters into the 
crater interior.  In some craters a sharp terminal ridge 
extends around the base of the crater with negligible 
scalloping.  The surface contained behind the bound-
ing ridge is generally smooth and broadly concave.  In 
some cases the tongue interior and bounding ridge 
appear to crest a broad ridge extending into the crater 
(Fig. 3), but in many cases the interior concave sur-
face is depressed below the adjacent crater floor by as 
much as 100m.  The larger tongues are generally as-
sociated with alcoves in the crater wall, which also 
commonly serve as sources for superjacent gullied 
aprons, but the latter are usually superimposed on the 
older tongues. 

Tongue Ridges: A variety of  processes are candi-
dates for forming the tongues and their original depos-
its:  1). They are the remnants of gullied debris fans 
that were formerly more extensive.  In some cases, the 
downstream terminus of constructional fans end in 
sharp ridges that are consistent with their being the 
equivalent of the more completely exposed tongue 
ridges (arrows in Fig. 4).  If decay of debris fans forms 
the tongues, however, the debris fans are composed 
almost entirely of volatiles, because of the smooth, 
concave floor of the tongues; 2).  They are the result of 
rapid mass wasting processes from the crater walls – 
debris flows, slushflows or snow avalanches.  The 
concave planform of the tongues indicates that if 
formed by rapid (or slow) flows, most of the original 
constituents have departed, presumably limiting the 
source materials to be primarily snow or ice (H2O, 
CO2, or clathrates).  The sharpness of the bounding 
ridges and the narrowness of  many of the tongues 
argues against rapid mass-flow emplacement.  How-
ever, broad undulations and grooves extend down the 

crater floor from some tongue complexes (MOC 
E0400081), which might be consistent with rapid 
downslope movement of debris. Alternatively the un-
dulations might be the result of later erosional or sub-
limation sculpting by katabatic winds from the crater 
walls; 3).  The tongues are the remains of former gla-
cier-like flows of thick ice that has accumulated on 
pole-facing slopes. The terminal moraine patterns 
have a sriking resemblance to terrestrial valley gla-
ciers, although the Martian features are small.  The 
broad depression upstream from the terminal ridges 
suggests scour by moving ice, and the terminal ridges 
would be push-ridge moraines.  Also, the volatiles 
must have been subsequently ablated by sublimation 
rather than melting, because of the absence of chan-
nels and fans.  The local presence of multiple parallel 
edge ridges is consonant with recessional moraine sets 
(Fig. 3, right). 

The view favored here is that the tongue ridges 
have formed by sublimation of both gullied fans 
(forming the strongly cumulate ridges) and from mas-
sive ice (forming the more linear ridges.  To have 
formed these features, the ices must have been at least 
several tens to 200m thick.  Some MOC images show 
examples of  well-preserved examples of both massive 
ice (“A” in Fig. 5) and gullied fans (“B”)  which have 
been only modestly ablated.  The slight ablation of the 
massive ice has exposed layering parallel to the sur-
face (“C”).  Indistinct ridges at the base of some gul-
lied fans (arrows in Fig. 2) suggest deposition and 
sublimation of thin ice deposits since fan emplace-
ment.  

Rumpled Crater Floors:  The floors of craters 
exhibiting  tongue ridges varies from smooth to hav-
ing strong grooving, ridges, and depressions that vary 
from being parallel to the crater walls to being irregu-
lar (rumpled) (Fig. 2).  In craters with well developed 
tongue ridges, ice masses or gullied fans (dominantly 
on the north side) the crater floor slopes away from 
that side (towards the south) with slopes from 0.5 to 3 
degrees.  In a few craters what appear to be remnants 
of  tongue ridges are found on the cratered floor ex-
tending well into the interior of the crater (Fig. 6, also 
MOC M1202426, M2100416).  These suggest scars 
from ice masses formed near the crater wall have been 
advected into the crater interior by flow of ice-rich 
material filling the crater floor, as suggested for con-
centric crater fills and lineated fretted valleys de-
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scribed in the northern hemisphere [3].  The slope of 
the floor away from the northern crater walls suggests 
that the source of the ice-rich crater floor fill is the ice 
deposits themselves, and the weight of the episodic 
accumulation of the ice masses on the northern walls 
drives the flow.  The surface of the flows where the 
tongue scars are preserved must therefore be rigid, 
with deformation primarily at depth.  Tensional cracks 
(“T” in Fig. 1) and bulges (“B”) at the base of some 
gullied slopes and ice masses suggests downward and 
outward flow. 
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Figures:  MOC image numbers noted on figures, 

horizontal bars are 100m. 
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